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Michael Gage Costa designed an elaborate game for

his thesis project in which viewers step into the role of a

cancer patient.
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!raphic design student uses art to reflect on his battle with cancer
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By <aurie Granieri

Michael Gage Costa, 24, a graduating graphic design BFA student at the Mason Gross School of the Arts, has been in remission from

testicular cancer for nearly four years. But the cancer diagnosis, delivered on Halloween

266I when Costa was a 19-year-old art major at Ithaca College, continues to inform his life

and his art.

Costa’s thesis project, on view recently at the Mason Gross Galleries, featured a Oheel of

Survival, part of an elaborate game in which viewers step into the role of cancer patient and

eventually learn whether they live or die.

And in two striking videos, Costa uses animation and live action to illustrate his struggle and

eventual triumph over illness. Set against the backdrop of a suburban home and cul-de-sac,

the video shows Costa battling an ominous inky black creature that refuses to die until

Costa detonates a bomb and blows the creature to bits.   

The short and snappy videos are pure Costa: playful, hopeful, drenched in black humor.

SOlder cancer patients use ribbons, fundraisers, prayer, hope,” says Costa, who grew up in

East Brunswick, New Jersey, and now lives in nearby Matawan. “Those things are great. I

think humor speaks to young people.”

!"#$%&"'()#*%+),#%-./0)1/%videos and other projects here

Of course humor is often born in a bleak place, and Costa’s cancer comics, animations, and games are no exception: By the time Costa

was diagnosed, the cancer had reached stage 7. The disease had already metastasized to his abdomen, lymph nodes, and lungs.

Eventually, it would spread to his brain. His prognosis: one-in-two.

“Numbers are your universe when you have cancer,” says Costa, who endured two rounds of chemo spanning nine months, during

which he lost hair and suffered massive fatigue, among other symptoms. “Those were the most important numbers of my life. That was

the scariest part right there: It’s just a ratio.” 

Costa transferred to the Mason Gross School in 2667, and he has mastered the graphic-designer aesthetic: shaved head, sleek specs,

a light dusting of facial hair, and the requisite MacBook Pro stashed in his bag. Costa displays a photograph taken three days prior to

his diagnosis. The image shows Costa, a handsome young man with a lush head of wavy dark hair, wincing.

“For two months I was in a lot of pain,” Costa remembers. “I went to the chiropractor. The on-campus doctor said, ^Just ice it.’ ” Costa

allows that the symptoms of testicular cancer tend to be “really subtle: tremendous back pain, loss of appetite, fatigue. Sounds like the

typical college student.” Still, sometimes Costa considers seeking out that campus doctor. He would inform the doctor that a measly ice

pack couldn’t alleviate his back pain.

The brain radiation left Costa nearly bald. He wears hearing aids and suffers ringing in his ears, two results of his treatment. He jokes

that he saves a bundle on haircuts and shampoos.

“Having levity has helped me through it,” he says, as has his fianc_e, Allison, Costa’s best friend from his days at St. John `ianney

Regional High School in Holmdel. “There’s a stigma to talking about it. It deprives cancer of the power it has over me if I can talk about

it.”

And blowing cancer to bits, even a pixilated “cancer monster,” carries its own satisfactions.

“It was my way of fighting through art,” he says. “It was really nice for me to make cancer this tangible monster that could be defeated

and stomped down.”

By creating this Oheel of Survival for the thesis project, he demystifies the disease and forces the viewer to face off against cancer.

“I’m trying to create frustration in the viewer,” he says, explaining the flight of stairs installed before the Oheel of Survival. Don’t need

surgeryc Advance one step. Catch a cold that lands you in the hospital for 16 daysc Take one step back.

“This is stuff people go through,” says Costa, who spent half a year in the hospital. “It sucks, but there’s also a lot of positive stuff.

Hopefully that will resonate. Some people are reluctant to go to that emotional place.”  

But Costa is determined to take them there, with artful humor.

“There was a guy with a better prognosis than me. He didn’t survive,” Costa says. “He had the same doctors, the same meds, the same

chemo, and his body just responded differently. I felt survivor’s guilt for that. It’s not fair. I wasn’tdmore worthy than he was.”

As a result, he says, “I feel a sense of responsibility to represent people that don’t survive.

“I was afraid when I was sick of not being remembered,” Costa says. “I promised myself I would not forget (John). I knew that if it was

me, I wouldn’t want to be forgotten either.”

 



mobile phones, teachers and parents trying to get a
fix on the likes of IM and blogging, students of new
media, [and] linguists seeking a scholarly analysis of
online language.”

Baron, a professor of Linguistics at American Uni-
versity and author of six other speech-related books,
has studied college students’ Facebook usage, mobile
phone practices, instant messaging and an entire
range of language technologies. She has fresh ideas
on this current topic and provides her insight into the
discovery of more fundamental changes than the ob-
vious un-friendliness and loss of intimacy. In particu-
lar, she analyzes “our growing ability [to use]
communication to assert control over when we inter-
act and with whom” and “the amount of writing we
are now doing and what effect quantity may be having
upon quality.” 

Always On is a great work
in its entirety; each chapter re-
veals scientific, theoretical and
cultural aspects of language.
Baron does not neglect the
changing place of language in
history, noting that blogs
began from the idea of “web
logs,” which were lists of fa-
vorite URLs. Besides the in-
sights in linguistics, the most
interesting aspect of the book
is Baron’s references to cur-
rent culture and society. It’s al-
ways fun to read about
yourself from a different per-
spective and view society
through fresh eyes.

Although an intellectual
work, Always On allows for
reader-self-reflection on many
levels. A stellar piece of non-fic-
tion, an exposé of the communi-
cation world and a journey into
the new heart of our society, Al-
ways On is a necessary read.
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Let’s just dispel the belief that
art students don’t do any work.
Mason Gross School of the Arts is
showcasing the thesis projects of
soon-to-be bachelor of fine arts
graduates. The exhibition, titled
First World Problems, is proof that
art school is no joke.

First World Problems is about as di-
verse as they come. Detailed painted
portraits cover one wall of the Mason
Gross galleries, while three feet away,
exhibition-goers pick personalized
black and white M&Ms from hand-
sculpted ceramic bowls. The latter
piece, titled “see, touch, feel, eat. pAR-
Ticipate!,” created by Amy Hart-
mann-Ohlson, promotes viewer
participation throughout the gallery.

Another piece, “Cancertain-
ment,” by Michael Gage Costa, also
encourages viewers to engage in
the artwork itself. Although the title
appears utterly distasteful, the piece
plays on such initial irony. “Cancer-
tainment” is a video, construction
and Wii-incorporated game that has
players climb stairs to the wheel of
survival which they spin for your
life and hope to land on white to sur-
vive. With its bright colors and
lively nature, the game invites view-
ers to consider national statistics of
the country’s ever-present disease.

Continuing with the camp humor
present in more than a handful of the-
sis projects, the piece “Buddhism for
Dummies” draws a giggling crowd in

Assorted Art
Whether you’ll be relaxing in the sun at the beach, traveling to a vacation getaway, or
just bumming around the house, chances are that you’ll need a good book or two to

help you pass the time. Here’s a look at this summer’s best upcoming books:

A Look at New Books
for the Summer

BY AMANDA AMANULLAH
STAFF WRITER

In the era of cell phones, computers and Wi-Fi,
you cannot help but notice It is clear society has an
increasing love for online networking and paperless
communication. In place of face-to-face conversa-
tions, we use text messaging to make or break rela-
tionships. Rather than stamped letters, we receive
e-mails from relatives that live oceans away. In lieu
of classroom discussion, we have rousing academic
debates through online blogs. It seems that the tra-
ditional means of writing, printing and communicat-
ing are generally becoming unpopular, with
everything from hardcover books to handwritten
love notes facing extinction. 

You’re probably thinking: “I’ve heard this already”
or “So what?” But have you
considered the specific role of
language in relation to inter-
personal relationships in an
online and mobile world? Just
think about your cool online
alter-ego that emerges only on
your blog or your superhero
multitasking ability that en-
ables you to text, IM and e-
mail, all while listening to your
professor give a lecture. 

In Always On, Naromi S.
Baron writes a seminal and
stimulating exploration of
these ideas, proposing new
questions about the on-
line/mobile craze and provid-
ing fascinating evidence that
will have any reader at the
edge of their intellectual
stance on contemporary lan-
guage and culture. Baron
notes that she writes for a
wide range of readers: “People
curious about the Internet and

Always On BY SHAMA HUQ
STAFF WRITER

What separates the Korean-
American churches today from
traditional American churches?
The second-generation of any cul-
ture is usually known as a transi-
tive generation, acclimatizing
more and more to the culture of
their new country. However, the
Korean-American churches stand
as a strong example of people tak-
ing their roots and blazing an en-
tirely new path that is a unique
mix of background, identity and
newfound culture. The book A Faith of our Own: Second Gen-
eration Spirituality in Korean-American Churches, by Sharon
Kim, takes an in-depth look into the grassroots creation and
shaping of the Korean-American churches by second-gener-
ation Korean-Americans.

Kim first launches into a discussion of the tension be-
tween first and second generations and how it helped shape
the churches into what they are today. According to the au-
thor, a factor in the establishment of so many churches
across the United States is due to splits in the original Ko-
rean churches. This is mainly due to differences in ideolo-
gies between the generations, such as focusing on
socioeconomics versus spirituality. Following this, she dis-
cusses the search for comfort and community. For many Ko-
rean- Americans, Kim found that these churches provided
the sense of community that they were looking for. Many Ko-
rean church members discovered that attending a Korean
church helped to create a common bond of culture and so-
lidify many meaningful friendships.

In subsequent chapters, Kim proceeds to examine the cre-
ation of Korean- American churches as we know them today,
distinctively shaped by the second-generation. She talks
about the effort to reach out by many church members in
their multicultural communities in order to fully follow
through on Christian ideals and principles.

In the end, Kim is able to draw the conclusion that faith is
not limited to a black and white spectrum, but rather can be
created into hybrids that link a community together. Overall,
A Faith of Our Own is a pleasant, informative read and pro-
vides all the pieces to understanding the creation of the mod-
ern Korean-American church.
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A Faith of Our Own
Sharon Kim | A

True Blood may not be airing until June, but that doesn’t mean you have to wait to get
your latest fix of Sookie Stackhouse. Sookie is back for her tenth adventure in Dead in
the Family, and it doesn’t look like the troubles for this telepathic waitress from Louisiana
will be ending any time soon.

Serial killers, international crime and a curious journalist determined to solve it all
with his young hacker sidekick — what’s not to like? Part mystery and part suspense-
ful thriller, The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s Nest is the final book of the Millennium Tril-
ogy, and advance readers have already declared it to be the best of the series.

Young Rose Edelstein has an unusual gift. She can taste the emotions of others in the
food she eats. But the discovery of this flavorful sixth sense is bittersweet as her first bite
with her heightened taste buds turns her mother’s lovingly-made birthday cake into a
mouthful of sadness and despair. Particular Sadness will have you rooting for Rose as she
grows up and comes to terms with her special skill and the sometimes painful truth that
it provides about her family.

In Hunger Games, there were just murmurs of dissent. In Catching Fire, there were
few hushed-up revolts. But in Mockingjay, there is no longer talk of a full-scale rebellion.
The rebellion has officially begun.

The Capitol has finally gone too far. The threat of human sacrifice in the Hunger
Games may have kept the twelve districts of Panem in line for 75 years, but when they
chose Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark as tributes, their political mind-game was fi-
nally beat. Now Katniss and Peeta are the unlikely heroes of the rebellion, and it will be
up to them to unite the poor districts against the wealthy, powerful and ruthless Capitol
— and to win or die trying. 

Dead in the Family by Charlaine Harris,
May 4

The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s Nest 
by Stieg Larsson, May 25

The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake 
by Aimee Bender, June 1

Mockingjay by Suzanne Collins, August  24
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Naromi S. Baron | A

COURTESY OF NICHOLAS  BRASOWSKI

a corner of the gallery. Created by
Tony Tran, the piece comprises
plaques depicting Buddhist princi-
ples such as the emptiness of mate-
rial objects and relationships. Despite
its simplistic drawings captioned with
funny commentary, “Buddhism for
Dummies” is secretly intelligent in its
dumbing-down of one of the world’s
most-followed religions.

Some of the theses in First
World Problems are a bit more seri-
ous and somber. Danielle
Ramirez’s “Unraveling Feeling and
Fact” is one of these. A combina-
tion of eight acrylic and ink paint-
ings, a video and an antique chair
covered in tempera paint makes
the piece a bit haunting. The cause
of the chair’s paint-covered state is
revealed in the voyeuristic-like
video in which paint is dumped on
Ramirez while she sits in the once-
untouched chair. The vulnerable
nature of the video and the step-by-
step paintings accompanying it give
Ramirez’s work a touch of solitude
with a lot of significance.

There are endless surprises and
intriguing creations included in First
World Problems. With a piece called
“The albino octo-cat in its natural en-
vironment,” the exhibition proves
that there is undoubtedly a bundle of
young, fun and talented BFA stu-
dents eager to burst into the art
world. Unfortunately, the show
closes on Saturday, but any students
interested in seeing the efforts of all
those art students we see on the EE
bus should definitely check it out. 
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